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Data Management Failures: 
Showing the Importance of 








Example One, Department of Education Longitudinal 
Data
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Example One, Department of Education Longitudinal 
Data
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What lessons can we learn from the NCES reliance on disks and website 
storage solutions?
How could these weaknesses have been avoided?
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Example Two, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
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Example Two Discussion
What lessons can we learn from the FERC’s dependance on proprietary 
software? 
How could these weaknesses have been avoided?
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Example Three 
American Community Survey 2005 1-Year Estimates
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Example Three Discussion
What lessons can we learn from the 2005 ACS survey design flaws? 
How could these weaknesses have been avoided?
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Summary
• What are some broad lessons we can learn from these three real-
world examples of data management errors?
• How can we prevent similar pitfalls in our own research projects?




All slides and images were created by Richard M. Mikulski. They are all 
freely-sharable supplemental materials to accompany the “Data 
Management Failures: Teaching the Importance of DMPs through 
Cautionary Examples” chapter in the ACRL Data Literacy Cookbook. 
Readers are encouraged to adopt and adapt any of this content for 
their own teaching sessions.
Special thanks to Ed Hill,  Emerging Technologies Librarian & Head of 
Library Technology at Portland State University, who assisted in 
accessing outdated NCES data in Example One.
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